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Gene expression data analysis – part II



Overview

• Gene Set Enrichment Analysis and 
immune signatures.

• Prediction of cell fractions from bulk 
gene expression data.

• Introduction to single-cell RNA-Seq.

Many 
examples 
with 
immune 
cells



How to study immune infiltrates

Immuno-
histochemistry

Flow/mass 
cytometry

Transcriptomics

+ Spatial information
+ Fixed tissues
- Only a few genes
- Results change from one 
pathologist to another one.

+ “Quantitative” cell counts
+ Isolation of cells
- No spatial information
- Only a few genes (a bit more with 
CytOF)

+ Full transcriptome
+ Lots of standardized data available 
(TCGA).
- Isolation of cell types
- No spatial information
- Mixing all cell types (not true with 
single-cell RNA-Seq)



Bulk tumor gene expression

• Cancer genomics data come from bulk tumors

The signal is mixed 
with other cell types

We have information 
about immune cells

How can we still study immune infiltrates?



• Idea: Find some genes that are associated 
with your favorite immune cell type.

• Check expression of these genes.

Immune signatures

N genes
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One gene (e.g. CD3)



Gene Set enrichment

• What if you have many genes?

N genes
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sa

m
pl

es

Four genes (e.g. CD3, ZAP70, TRBC1, CD4)



Gene Set Enrichment
• Idea: For each sample, order the genes based on their 

expression
N genes

S 
sa

m
pl

es

In each sample order the values:



Gene Set Enrichment

• Walk along the list of ordered genes, go up if you find 
a gene from your signature, go down otherwise.



Gene Set Enrichment on your computer

# Use a signature
Signature <- c("BANK1", "BLK", "CD19", "FCER2", "TNFRSF13B", "PAX5", "VPREB3", "CXCR5")
Ls <- length(Signature)

Up <- 1
Down <- Ls/(N-Ls)*Up

Now define the upward and downward increments



Gene Set Enrichment on your computer

Max_enrich <- c() #Define an empty vector that will store the maximal value for each sample
#Go through each sample
for(s in 1:4){
v <- M[s, ]  # Create a vector with the expression values in sample s.
names(v) <- gene
v <- sort(v, decreasing=T) # Sort the expression values.
Enrich <- 0    # Initiate the value of the curve
Max_enrich[s] <- -1000 # This keeps track of the maximum. We initiate it to something negative
#en <- c() 
for(i in (1:N)) { 
if( names(v)[i] %in% Signature ) {
Enrich <- Enrich + Up 

} else {
Enrich <- Enrich - Down

}
#en <- c(en, Enrich)
if(Max_enrich[s] <= Enrich){ 
Max_enrich[s] <- Enrich 

}
}
#plot(en, main=s)

}

If you want to plot the enrichment curve, remove 
the “#” at the beginning of the lines shown in 
green (can take some time).

This will only account for positive 
enrichment, not for negative enrichment.



Gene Set Enrichment

• Choose different values for “Up” and “Down” 
depending on where the gene is ranked.

• Compute a P-value (e.g., comparing with 
random ordering).

• Previous example: only one sample
– Generalize to two groups of samples by ranking 

genes based on log-fold change.

• Many online tools: GSEA (see practical).



How to choose your signature?
• Pathway databases (KEGG, REACTOME, Gene Ontology, 

Pathway Commons). Many are already included in tools like 
GSEA.

• Your own biological knowledge.

• Differential expression if you have reference samples.

• Signatures are not restricted to immune cells. Any biological 
process has signatures associated to it



Example of immune signatures – from Reactome

• Treg: CCL19, CD34, CD72, CTLA4, FOXP3, GADD45B, GEM, IL1RL1, IL9R, 
MADCAM1, MYH10, NCF2, RCSD1, RYR1, SELE, SELP, SFRP1, SIT1, TIGIT, 
TLR10, TLR2, TLR7, TLR8, TRAF1, WIPF1, TGFB1

• Monocytes: ACTR3, ANXA5, ARPC2, ATP6V1B2, BASP1, CD300LF, DAZAP2, 
EIF4A1, EIF4G2, EMP3, FCN1, FTL, GABARAP, HIF1A, LITAF, NCOA4, OLR1, 
RAB1A, RHOA, SAT1, SDCBP, SRGN, TEK, TMBIM6, UBE2D3

Signatures are never perfect, but often sufficient to capture a 
signal in gene expression data.

One specific gene (e.g. FOXP3 for Tregs) may be biologically 
relevant and work, but is often much more sensitive to noise.



Quantitative predictions of immune 
cell fractions

Cell type 1 Cell type 2 Cell type 3

genesex
pr

es
si

on

Immune cell type 
decomposition

p1 p2 p3

New approach developed in 
my lab: allowing for an 

uncharacterized cell type 



Different methods

• EPIC: Estimating the Proportion of Immune and Cancer 
cells from bulk tumor gene expression data (Racle et 
al.,eLife 2017).

• CIBERSORT: Many types of immune cell reference profiles 
(Newman et al. Nat Meth. 2015).

• TIMER: Main immune cell types (Li et al. Genome Biology 
2016).

• MCPcounter: Immune + stromal cells, good performance, 
but results not comparable across different cell types 
(Becht E et al. Genome Biology 2016).



EPIC – online interface

Either load your 
reference profiles + 
signature genes, or 
use existing ones.

Load your own gene 
expression profile

Consistent 
gene symbols

Decide whether you want 
actual cell fractions or 
proportion of mRNA



EPIC - output

Numerical 
values

Graphical 
images

See exercises this afternoon



EPIC validation – 4 melanoma samples

Flow cytometry
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Enrichment vs quantitative predictions

Quantitative predictionsEnrichment

+ More robust to noise
+ Available for any gene signature
+ Can represent both fraction of 

cells or cell state

- More difficult to validate
- Less quantitative, only relative 

score.

+ Can be validated (flow cytometry, 
pathology)

+ Quantitative

- Only works for major immune cell 
types

- More sensitive to noise in the 
data.



Applying this to TCGA

• Download the data your are interested (cf. 

beginning of the course) and apply different 

tools.

• Interesting resource: The Cancer Immune 

Atlas (TCIA, Trajanoski lab, https://tcia.at):

– One of the very first resource entirely dedicated to tumor 

immunology analyses in cancer genomics data.

– Manually curated signatures of many immune cell 

type/state (e.g., activated/naïve…).

https://tcia.at


TCIA

• Explore TCGA data for immune related 
aspects:
– Number of mutations
– Immune signature (gene set enrichment)
– Cell fraction predictions
– Intra-tumoral heterogeneity
– Neo-antigens
– Survival

Review in Nature genetics:



TCIA



Summary
• Many tools to characterize the immune 

landscape of tumors from cancer 
genomics data.
– Immune signatures.
– Immune cell fraction predictions (EPIC).
– Some useful resources (TCIA). But also try exploring 

yourself the data, especially if you generated these 
data.

• !!! These are still predictions !!!



4 - Introduction to single-cell RNA-Seq

Cell 
suspension

Capture

• Retro-
transcription

• Amplification
• Barcoding
• Library prep

Sequencing

24



Different techniques

• Flow Cytometry:
– Load single cells on 96/384-well plates
– RNA processing with Smart-Seq2 protocols

• Fluidigm:
– Microfluidic device for cell capture and RNA processing

• Drop-Seq:
– Isolate cells in oil droplets with all the reagents for library 

preparation

• Genome10x:
– Optimized capture

25



Comparison

Through-
put

Cost Quality Main 
advantages

Main issues

Flow 
cytometry

Low (100-
1000 cells)

High Quite high 
(5’000 genes 
detected)

Sorting, 
Staining,

Cost

Fluidigm Low (100-
1000 cells)

Quite
high

Decent Automated 
capture

High rate of 
doublets

DropSeq High 
(10’000s 
cells)

Lower Still less good 
coverage

High-
throughput

Still lower coverage

Genome10X Very high
(10’000s 
cells)

Lower Almost as 
good as flow 
cytometry

Automated Still expensive, but 
increasingly taken 
as the technic of 
choice

26



From a computational point of view
N genes

S 
ce

lls

M[s,n] corresponds to expression of gene “n” in cell “s”

For data analysis, the same tools apply:
- Normalization.
- Differential expression (e.g., if you have cells of two 

types).
- Visualization (each point is a cell).

27

Conceptually, in 
the computer, 
no difference 
with bulk gene 
expression data.



Promises of single-cell RNA-Seq

• Access to the basic unit of biological systems.

• Unbiased identification of cell type heterogeneity and 
sub-populations.

• No averaging effects across cell types (often an issue 
when interpreting differential expression).

• Study cellular differentiation processes.

• For B and T cells, enable TCR/BCR reconstruction.

28



Promises of single-cell RNA-Seq

• Unbiased identification of (new) cell types
• Monitoring changes in gene expression in 

each cell type separately
• Predictions of new markers
• TCR or BCR reconstruction in T and B cells 

(more generally, DNA barcoding for cell 
tracking)

• Reconstruction of differentiation processes

29

Example from 
comparative 
immunology



Promises of single-cell RNA-Seq

• Unbiased identification of (new) cell types
• Monitoring changes in gene expression in each 

cell type separately
• Predictions of new markers
• TCR or BCR reconstruction in T and B cells 

(more generally, DNA barcoding for cell 
tracking)
• Reconstruction of differentiation processes

30



Cell type identification – example of immune cell 
in zebrafish
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Little known beyond 
mammals:

Lack of lineage-specific 
antibodies

Most of our 
understanding of 
immune cells come 
from mouse or human



Single-cell transcriptomics of lck+ cells 
in zebrafish

lck:GFP line 

Spleen 
dissection

GFP+ single-cell 
FACS index sorting

Smart-Seq2 
Single-cell + bulk 

RNA-Seq

Illumina Sequencing & 
data processing

FSC+SSC+GFP

278 single-cell 
transcriptomes

[3 samples, 2 fish]

Ana Cvejic and Sarah 
Teichmann

Sanger Institute, UK

[Carmona,…,Gfeller Genome Research 2017]



Single-cell transcriptomics of lck+ cells 
in zebrafish

~12’000 genes

26
3 

ce
lls

Single cell RNASeq data:

Dimensionality 
reduction

MDS – 2D

Multi-dimensional scaling:
Preserves distances in 2D



Clustering
3D view

• In mammals, Lck is expressed in both T and NK cells, and some myeloid cells.

3 main clusters 
(max silhouette coefficient)



Cluster annotation
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[Carmona,…,Gfeller Genome Research 2017]



Cell-type identification in tumors

- Immune cells 
identified based on 
markers.

- Clusters 
recapitulate 
relatively well the 
immune cell types

- Cancer cells cluster 
by patients (=> 
inter-tumoral
heterogeneity) 

36Tirosh et al. Science 2016



Cell type identification – rare cell types
If you only have a few (<10) cells of a given cell type, they may 
not show as “clusters”.
In this case you can use markers, if some are known, with the 
advantage that we are not restricted to surface markers.

MDS t-SNE

T cells from a 
melanoma patient



Cell-type identifications in single-cell 
RNA-Seq data

1. Clustering and low-dimensionality 
reduction techniques.

2. Annotate the clusters based on known 
markers.

3. If not possible with clustering, directly use 
markers (but more noisy and not unbiased).

4. Always try to validate (e.g., forward and 
side-scatter or staining when using flow 
cytometry, imaging, CNVs).
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Cell-type identification in tumors

• Use copy-number variation to confirm cancer cells

39Tirosh et al. Science 2016



Promises of single-cell RNA-Seq

• Unbiased identification of (new) cell types
• Monitoring changes in gene expression in each 

cell type separately
• Predictions of new markers
• TCR or BCR reconstruction in T and B cells 

(more generally, DNA barcoding for cell 
tracking)
• Reconstruction of differentiation processes

40



Differential expression between 
clusters
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Promises of single-cell RNA-Seq

• Unbiased identification of (new) cell types
• Monitoring changes in gene expression in each 

cell type separately
• Predictions of new markers
• TCR or BCR reconstruction in T and B cells 

(more generally, DNA barcoding for cell 
tracking)
• Reconstruction of differentiation processes

42



TCR reconstruction

• Take all V, D and J regions

• Build all possible rearrangements

V1 V2 V3 V4 J1 J2 J3 J4

V1 J1 V1 J2 V1 J3 V1 J4

V2 J1 V2 J2 V2 J3 V2 J4

…

• Map RNASeq reads to this synthetic 

genome

• Reconstruct contigs that span both a 

V and J regions

Automatic pairing of alpha and beta chains

D

V1 J4

V1 J4

TraCer: Stubbington et al. Nat Meth 2016

VDJPuzzle: Eltahla et al., Immunol Cell Bio 2016

TRAPeS: Afik et al., NAR 2017

Many resources (R/python):



TCR reconstruction in the zebrafish example

- Clear enrichment in reconstructed 
TCR in the T cell cluster.

- Only successful for a subset of cells
Þ requires good coverage.

- Only beta chain (alpha locus not 
annotated in zebrafish genome)

Þ requires good annotation

Similar requirements for:
- Splice isoforms
- Gene fusion
- lncRNA
- …



Promises of single-cell RNA-Seq

• Unbiased identification of (new) cell types
• Monitoring changes in gene expression in each 

cell type separately
• Predictions of new markers
• TCR or BCR reconstruction in T and B cells 

(more generally, DNA barcoding for cell 
tracking)
• Reconstruction of differentiation processes

45



Cellular differentiation

Find the best ordering of cells, assuming 
they represent a continuous differentiation 
process (“pseudo-time ordering”)

Many different tools:

- Monocle (Trapnell et al., Nat 
Biotech 2014)

- reCAT (Liu et al., Nat Comm 2017)
- Temporal mixture modeling 

(Lonneberg et al., Science 
Immunology, 2017)

- Diffusion maps (Haghverdi et al., 
Bioinformatics 2015)

!!! Results are not always stable to 
different choices of parameters !!!



Directionality in differentiation 
trajectories

Inferring directionality of 
trajectories
Nature 2018

At early time points, genes 
have higher fraction of 

unspliced mRNA

Follow the evolution 
of a gene in the 

space of spliced vs 
unspliced mRNA.

Take an average over 
different genes

Cell cycle 
gene example



Single-cell RNA-Seq in cancer
• First big publication: 

– Tirosh et al. Science 2016

• 19 melanoma patients. Flow cytometry to load 96-well plates.
• Single-cell sequencing of >4500 cells.
• More recently: 

48

Science 2016

Cell 2017
Cell 2018



Focus on immune cells in tumors

Cell 2016

Analysis of mouse tumor infiltrating CD8 T cells. 
Evidence of activated vs dysfunctional CD8 T 
cells.
Very nice scRNA-Seq data (but many issues with 
the interpretation of the data…).

CD8 and CD4 T cells in liver 
cancer (>5000 cells).
Quite nice data

Cell 2017

Nature Medicine 2018

12’000 T cells in lung tumors. 
Heterogeneity among T cells, including a pre-
exhausted state that correlates with better prognosis

First in-depth study of cell types 
preferentially found in immunotherapy 
responder.
TCF7 (marker of memory) expressed on CD8 
T cells is a very good marker.

Cell 2018



Specific challenges in single-cell RNA-Seq

• Tissue dissociation and processing
– Dead cells, RNA degradation, doublets, changes in gene expression during 

processing.

• Transcript drop-outs (~10% efficiency):
– If you do not see a gene it does not mean that it is not there.

– If you see very high expression, it may not be as high as it looks like 
(amplification bias)

• Batch effects:
– Often clusters correspond to different batches/plates.

• Cell cycle and/or number of reads per cell:
– Even cells of the same type may look different at the single-cell gene 

expression level.

• Big datasets! 50



Main challenges in scRNA-Seq - dropout

• Transcript dropout
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2. Gene signatures from cell 

showing expression of markers



Main challenges in scRNA-Seq

• Batch effect

The same applies to bulk gene expression analysis

If you expect similar cells in different 
plates and observe a clear clustering by 
plates, you are likely to have strong 
batch effects.

Some way around consist of removing 
the first PC (PC1), or treat each plate 
separately (lack of replicates).



Main challenges in scRNA-Seq

• Cell cycle

A fully homogeneous population of 
cells may still show some structure due 
to cell-cycle states.

Some attempts to solve this problem 
[Buettner et al., Nat Biotech 2014]

Population of fibroblast 
[Reinius et al Nat Gen 2016]



Main challenges in scRNA-Seq

• Big dataset
– Painful to handle in Excel (even when taking only 

the gene expression level).
– Need manual exploration of the best 

dimensionality reduction approach
• Which genes to take
• Which method to chose
• Which confounding factor(s) to remove



Typical Quality Control Steps

• Number of genes and number of reads

• Mitochondrial genes (indicator of dead cells)

• Average single-cell vs bulk

• Batch effects

• Number of reads and/or cell cycle

• Expression of known markers

• Platform specific QC (images, staining, side 

scatter…).



Single-cell RNA-Seq - Summary

• Very powerful technology.
• Unbiased view of cell types.
• Follow cellular differentiation processes.
• Reconstruct TCR/BCR
• Still challenging:
– Tissue dissociation and processing
– Transcript dropout
– Cell cycle and/or number of reads
– Cost



Questions?


